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While there are at least 63 active drone sites around the U.S.,\(^1\) the Obama administration is calling for drone technology to be integrated into the national airspace by 2015.\(^2\) By 2020, just seven short years from now, it is estimated that at least 30,000 of these drones will be crisscrossing the nation’s skies, serving a wide range of functions, both public and private, governmental and corporate. We will find ourselves operating under a new paradigm marked by round-the-clock surveillance and with little hope of real privacy.\(^3\)

The Problem of Increasing Drone Surveillance

The legislative vehicle for this rapid transition into a surveillance state came in the guise of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reauthorization bill signed into law by President Obama in February 2012.\(^4\) It was enacted after intense corporate lobbying by drone makers and potential customers hoping to capitalize on the $12 - 30 billion per year industry.\(^5\)

Drones will undoubtedly be put to a host of legitimate uses, such as helping to spot wildfires, monitoring illegal border crossings, and carrying out search-and-rescue missions; however, in the name of alleged efficiency and cost-effectiveness, law enforcement agencies will find a whole host of clever and innovative ways to use drones to invade our daily lives, not the least of which will be traffic enforcement and crowd control.

While the threat these drones pose to privacy is unprecedented, they are being unleashed on the American populace before any real protocols to protect our privacy rights have been put in place and in such a way as to completely alter the landscape of our lives and our freedoms. We are truly entering a new era. Drones are equipped with thermal imaging devices to see through walls\(^6\) and outfitted with infrared cameras and radar\(^7\) which allow the police to keep track of anyone walking around, regardless of the nature of their business.

\(^2\) See http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/15/obama-signs-bill-moderniz_0_n_1278594.html.
\(^4\) See http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/15/obama-signs-bill-moderniz_0_n_1278594.html.
This Resolution Will Encourage State and Federal Lawmakers To:

- **Protect Privacy Rights**
  - With the help of nanotechnology, scientists have been able to create ever-smaller drones that mimic the behavior of birds and insects and are almost undetectable.\(^8\) Despite their diminutive size, these drones are capable of capturing and relaying vast amounts of data and high-definition video footage. It is inevitable that as more local police agencies acquire these spy flies, their surveillance efforts will expand to include not only those suspected of criminal activity but anyone within range of the cameras. In such a surveillance state, we shall all be treated as suspects.
  - An agency with the Department of Defense is working on turning insects into living unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs or “cybugs”). By expanding upon the insects’ natural abilities (e.g., bees’ olfactory abilities being utilized for bomb detection, etc.), government agents hope to use these spy bugs to surreptitiously gather vast quantities of information. Researchers eventually hope to outfit June beetles with tiny backpacks complete with various detection devices, microphones, and cameras. These devices could be powered by the very energy produced by the bugs beating their wings, or the heat they give off while in flight.\(^9\) There have already been reported sightings of dragonfly-like robotic drones monitoring protesters aerially in Washington, DC, as early as 2007.

- **Protect People’s First Amendment Rights**
  - Drones will be outfitted with crowd control weapons. Vanguard Defense Industries has confirmed that its Shadowhawk drone, which is already being sold to law enforcement agencies throughout the country, will be outfitted with lethal weapons, including a grenade launcher or a shotgun, and weapons of compliance, such as tear gas\(^10\) and rubber buckshot.\(^11\) Such aerial police weapons send a clear and chilling message to those attempting to exercise their First Amendment rights by taking to the streets and protesting government policies—the message: stay home.

- **Protect against Fourth Amendment Violations**
  - There are many constitutional concerns presented by drones recording Americans’ daily activities, with the most obvious being what it means for the Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable searches and seizures by government agents. While it will certainly give rise to a whole new dialogue about where to draw the line when it comes to the government’s ability to monitor one’s public versus private life, the courts

---


have been notorious for their inability to keep pace with rapid advances in technology and its impact on our freedoms.

- With 56 government agencies now authorized to use drones, including 22 law enforcement agencies and 24 universities, the drones are not going away.\textsuperscript{12} Included among the institutions authorized to fly drones are police departments in Arkansas, Utah and Florida\textsuperscript{13} as well as Virginia Tech and the University of North Dakota. The University of North Dakota even has a degree program in unmanned vehicle flight with 78 majors.\textsuperscript{14}

